WHAT WILL
WE LEARN
TODAY?
Home learning: Tuesday 9th February

Literacy: space mission
During out topic 'What happens when I fall asleep?' we
have been learning all about astronauts and space. Are
you ready for your own space mission? What might you
need to bring with you? Draw and label a list of all the
important things you'll need.
Children at this stage are not expected to spell all words
correctly. They are aiming for them to be phonetically
plausible which means they write the sounds they can
hear when they say it.

Maths: count down
5,4,3,2,1....Blast off! Practise counting backwards to
launch your own space mission. Lay out some
number cards and take turns to turn one over.
Crouch down like a rocket on a launch pad and
count down from your number. When you get to 1
jump up as high as you can and say "blast off!"
It is important to be able to count forwards and
backwards from a variety of starting points. This
helps to understand the size of a number in
relation to others but is also fundamental skill to
understanding subtraction.

Personal, social,
emotional development
Watch the video and join Jessie as she learns that it
can be fun to watch videos online but sometimes you
might see or hear something that makes you feel
worried, scared or sad. Jessie learns that she can
always speak to a grown up who will be able to help
her and to put down the tablet if there is anything
she sees or hears that makes her feel 'funny.'
Today is Safer Internet Day and as we are all spending
more time online it is a great opportunity to discuss
online behaviour that is 'not right; and how to get
help from an adult you trust.

Are you ready to learn and play? Click on the icons for
play ideas in videos:

Share pictures or videos of your learning via Tapestry:
HTTPS://TAPESTRY.INFO/

